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Chapter 5 - Planting

Introduction
Historic Planting Levels
In the 1950s and 1960s, the companies that planted trees often planted more than
today’s standards because of poor seedling quality, lack of site preparation chemicals
and competition between foresters. Many of those early plantations needed to be
replanted, sometimes more than once.
To Determine Trees Per Acre (TPA)
43,560 sq. ft. (1 acre) / spacing squared = TPA
1 acre = 43,560 square feet and 43,560 sq. ft. / tree spacing squared = TPA
Example: If you want to plant at 10 x 10 feet spacings then
Spacing squared 10 x 10 = 100 square feet
43,560 square feet / 100 = 435.6 TPA
Rounded to nearest whole number: 10 x 10 feet spacing = 436 TPA
Example: If you know you have 436 TPA and want to know the average tree spacing then:
43,560 per acre / 436 TPA = 99.9 (round to 100)
Square root of 100 = 10 or 10 x 10 feet spacing

Most people talk about tree spacing in even numbers. 10 x 10 feet spacing or perhaps
700 trees per acre (TPA). The reality is that very few of the actual numbers can easily
be rounded up into nice numbers. 600 TPA is 8.52 x 8.52 feet, or approximately 8 x 9
feet spacing. However it is very difficult for tree planters to work with two different
spacings. You are far better to work with numbers like 10 x 10 or 9 x 9. What you can
do is tell your planters you want 10 x 10 feet spacing (436 TPA), and the foreman to use
1/100 acre plots and average 4.36 trees per plot. See Chapter 7, “Land Exams” for
more information on different sizes of plots to use.
In the 1970s and 1980s some companies let their stocking levels creep upwards. If a
company was able to broadcast burn the slash, then the planting crews would often
overplant, mainly due to the easy planting conditions. Another factor for stocking creep
was that some companies recognized individual foresters for successful plantations.
The forester had a better chance of receiving the award if the site was burned (easier to
get the seedling in correctly and fast) and if a few extra trees were planted, it would
make it look nicer.
And so pretty soon the neighboring companies planting levels began to rise – because
after all, if company XYZ is planting 700 or 800 or 900 TPA, maybe we should too! The
companies caught on pretty fast and standardized the spacing, but among the small
landowners there is no method of keeping up with things like this.
So you are the company inspector flying over all the nominations looking for this year’s best plantation.
District 1 has a plantation that is uniformly planted (no slash due to broadcast burning), all the trees are 56 feet in height, probably has 100 or more TPA than company guidelines and it looks gorgeous. District
2’s plantation has lots of competition (because it was not burned), heavy slash that is causing openings
(non-uniform stocking), and even though the trees are there, you can’t see them through the other
vegetative growth. So who is going to receive this year’s “Best Plantation Award”? Yes, little things like
this can get started, because each forester is trying to outdo the previous winner in order to win the award
themselves.
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By the early 1970s most of the timber companies had replanted their backlog of poorly
stocked units many times. The planting stock was getting better and forest chemicals
were beginning to be understood. At this time the average company stocking level
probably was in the 600 TPA range.
By the late 1970s the nurseries had their act together and could produce a very high
quality seedling with a healthy top and lots of roots to support the seedling. There also
were new products for chemical site preparation and release spray. This brought about
a reduction in planting levels to the 500 TPA range.
By the 1980s the 1+1 seedling had taken over as the preferred stock type to plant for
most industrial forest land.
By the 1990s many companies were eliminating pre-commercial thinning (PCT) in favor
of an early commercial thinning (ECT) when the stands were in their early 20’s, then
carrying the stand to 35-40 years of age for harvest. See Chapter 12, “Thinning and
Final Harvest Options”.
Today the planting ranges are usually from 303 to 538 TPA (12 x 12 & 9 x 9 feet
spacing) depending on how intensive the various companies want to manage their
lands. The 2+0 and 2+1 nursery seedlings have almost become a thing of the past in
favor of the 1+1 seedlings. As of 2019 the next wave of change is already taking place,
as at least one company is converting to container-grown trees exclusively.

308 TPA 30-year-old stand (was PCTed)

550 TPA 30-year-old stand

Tree Physiology of a Natural and a Nursery Planted Seedling
This section is provided by Bill Carlson, PhD, Senior (Ret.) Forest Research Scientist,
Weyerhaeuser Company. See Chapter 2, “Tree Growth” for more about tree physiology.
When a conifer seed germinates in the woods or in a nursery, the root grows downward.
When the root is about 4” long, needles start to grow just above the cotyledons and the
first lateral roots grow out from the tap root. This development of the root downward
generally continues until the main tap root hits hard pan, a large rock or until oxygen in
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the soil becomes limiting (about where soils are gray because there is not enough
oxygen to rust iron). In a root system of this type (natural), lifting the tree for
transplanting requires digging very deep and wide such that much of the root system
can be transplanted. Such a transplanting procedure isn’t practical for the forester
receiving the plants or for the nursery lifting, storing and transporting them. To culture
root systems that are easily lifted, packaged, transported and planted in the woods,
nurseries have developed a number of procedures. Germinating seedlings in small
containers in greenhouses or in bareroot beds then transplanting them to wider spacing
in bareroot nursery beds injures many root tips in the process. This is a good thing!
Injured root tips induce the formation of multiple roots above the point of injury. As
these many roots grow, they are cut again by a blade run a few inches beneath the soil
surface, thus inducing more roots to form. The blade can be tipped at an angle to
cause a wave of disturbance that cuts and tears roots increasing the effect. This is
termed wrenching. In this way many new roots are formed in the upper soil where they
can be carefully lifted and packaged and taken to the woods where a planting crew can
easily plant them. Seedling establishment is dependent on these root systems being
large enough that they are balanced with the size of the shoot, so that the seedling does
not go into water stress which would stop root growth. New root growth from the
planted root system must grow down deep enough that they are in soil that stays moist
all year. Roots grow all year when soil temperatures are 40 degrees or higher and when
soils are moist enough in the root zone that leaf stomata are open.

Getting Started
Choosing the Right Seedling
o There are many options available to the small forest landowner when it comes
time to order your seedlings. The most important first step is to line up the type
and amount of seedlings that you want as soon as possible. Too many small
landowners wait too long and lose the opportunity to plant in a timely manner.
o Bareroot seedlings are grown outdoors in nursery beds. The first number is the
number of years the seedling was grown in its original location. The second
number represents the number of years the seedling was grown in a second or
transplant bed. If the seedling stayed in one bed and then was shipped to the
field for planting, then the second number will be a “0”. If it was transplanted, the
second number will be 1 or greater.
 2+0: Planted and grown 2 years in the same nursery bed.
 2+1: Planted and grown 2 years in one bed, then transplanted to a
different bed in year 3. Transplanting the seedlings improves the growth
and survivability of the seedling at the time of planting in the field. As
nursery practices have improved, this stock type has become much less
common because the 1+1 will easily do everything the 2+1 will do and is a
lot cheaper to purchase and plant. Also this seedling is normally quite
large and will rotate in a circle when the wind blows, causing it to fall over.
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1+1: Planted in one bed
for year one, then
transplanted to a different
bed for year 2. This
seedling has been the
industry favorite for the
past 35 years.
o Container seedlings (also called
plug seedlings) are grown in
greenhouses, in a wide variety
of container sizes and types.
 Styro 15: (15 cubic
centimeters) This is one
1+1 seedling
of the most popular
container sizes, in which
seedlings are grown for one summer season and outplanted the following
winter.
 Injectable P+1: This seedling is started in a container facility and kept
there through the end of the first growing season. Then it is outplanted as
a plug into the bareroot nursery to be raised in a nursery bed for the
second year. It is a very hardy seedling and along with the 1+1 has
dominated the business for over 30 years.
 Revised P+1: In a process that is still under development, seedlings
would be sown in late winter to very early spring as a mini plug, grown for
a few months and when still very small, injected (mechanically
transplanted) into a container similar to the Styro 15. Then they would be
grown in an outdoor rack system that provided shade, water and nutrients
for the remaining spring and summer. In just 9 months (yet transplanted
once) the seedlings would be ready for outplanting in the fall or the normal
late winter planting season. At least one company has the goal of growing
only this seedling, completely eliminating the bareroot nursery and the
problems that go with it.

Why Should I Plant Trees from a Large Nursery?
Many tree farmers are apprehensive about purchasing seedlings from Webster Nursery
(DNR), IFA Nurseries, or Weyerhaeuser Company (currently not selling to private forest
landowners). Most of their reasons revolve around perceptions of poor quality trees
with more defect. When a person feels strongly that the small nursery has better stock,
then I generally feel there is nothing I can say that will convince them otherwise.
However I am offering my reasons and logic here in the hopes I might help someone.
Here are some of the advantages a large nursery has over a small, often family-run
nursery.
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•
•

The large nurseries have the financial backing to continuously research how to
do a better job. Every nursery practice or growing technique being used today
has been developed by the larger nurseries.
Many of the smaller nurseries either don’t have the funds or the knowledge to do
what other nurseries do. Examples include:
o Using a machine that draws a knife-like blade 6-9 inches under the
seedlings to cut the roots at a uniform depth, and vibrate the remaining
roots to encourage more root development.
o Having the knowledge to know when to water the seedlings for growth and
when to stop in the fall to encourage shutting down the seedling growth. If
the seedlings continue their growth too long into the fall, they may have
difficulty becoming frost hardy.
Western red cedar is a species that can easily grow too long into the fall. In nature it starts its
growth earlier and continues later than other species. A nursery will want to harden the trees in
the fall and have adequate frost protection. Having cedar continue their growth can really have a
negative effect on when the plants are frost hardy and can be lifted.
Because cedar was not readily available a few years ago, we purchased some 2+1 (it was all that
we could find) cedar from a small nursery. 50% of the seedlings died within 60 days of planting –
they were not frost hardy!

•

To insure a seedling is frost hardy in a nursery,
day and night temperatures below 40˚F are
tracked in the fall and early winter. It will
generally take until late December but
sometimes well into January to reach 450
hours. Historical records have shown that 450
hours of cooling will leave the seedling frost
hardy for all but the very worst freezing
conditions. There are also destructive tests
that can be done to verify this.
Planting bag label with chilling hours
• To protect the seedlings in the outdoor nursery
beds during freezing periods, the nursery will
use sprinklers to water the trees. It sounds crazy but when water freezes, it
gives off heat and as the ice builds up, it protects the seedlings. Irrigation needs
to be continued until the freezing period is over. Most nurseries can do this, but if
you are trying to raise your own seedlings, your water system will most likely
freeze up early in the process.
• It’s very important to have an acceptable shoot-to-root ratio. You don’t want to
purchase a seedling that is 3 feet tall and has very few roots, nor do you want
one that has 80% roots and 20% top. The roots and seedling top need to
complement each other in a ratio that will best provide you the purchaser with the
results you want. Natural seedlings generally develop correctly, but in nurseries
where the seedlings grow in tilled soil and are kept weed-free, protected from
mice and deer, and watered, seedlings can get out of balance, usually with not
enough roots.
Unfortunately some small nurseries cannot do all of the above.
Forest Management for Small Forest Landowners
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As a forester I have heard a lot of comments concerning seedlings from the larger nurseries having a
higher than normal incidence of double tops, ramicorn branches, and other defects. I am only one person
with a view that may be slanted. However, I have walked through many natural stands that had the same
or greater level of defect as any genetically improved plantation. Also, on our own tree farm, the natural
trees that seeded into one area came from an adjacent natural stand. When we logged it at age 60-70, it
had a greater level of defect than trees harvested from our 45 year old plantation.

Seed Zone Maps vs. Genetically Improved Seedlings
Seed zone maps were developed in the early years, after foresters realized that trees
often did not perform well when planted far away from the source of the seed.
However, with today’s genetically improved seedlings, the old seed zones have been
expanded into more of a regionally-based map. When you order your seedlings, tell
them where your tree farm is and they will tell you what they have and if it will work.

Getting Your Trees
Details on where to purchase your trees will not be covered as the information is
constantly changing and varies by region. If you are not familiar with nearby nurseries,
contact a consulting forester, check with the Department of Natural Resources, contact
your nearest extension agent, or go to www.ForestSeedlingNetwork.com. Seedlings
must be ordered many months before planting, so start looking for sources as soon as
you know you will be logging. If you log during a good market year and wait until time to
plant, you may not get any seedlings or perhaps not get what you want.
The process varies by nursery and may be advance ordering, a lottery system, or just
standing in line on a particular day. If you have not yet joined the Washington Farm
Forestry Association (WFFA), then do so as some chapters either have seedlings grown
for their members or have local contacts to acquire seedlings.

Planting Your Seedlings
Finding Planting Crew
It used to be that the larger forest products companies had work for crew’s year round
(tree planting, fire trail construction, firefighting, and pre-commercial thinning). Almost
all of these jobs have now disappeared and many of the crews are not staying around
the area for very long. Even if you have a logging contractor committed to plant your
ground, the contractor may find their crews have all headed elsewhere for a steadier
job. One possibility is to contact the local timber companies and ask one of their
foresters who does their planting if they have a recommendation. The federal
government is always looking at large companies to insure the contractors are really
independent contractors and not employees. It is to the advantage of large companies
to put you in contact with their contractors so the contractors can work for other people
and won’t fall under any suspicion of contractor versus employee rules.
Forest Management for Small Forest Landowners
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Contract and Certificate of Insurance
Most land owners do not have contracts to plant their trees and generally don’t do any
kind of quality check on planting. If you want the best job possible, you are foolish not
to do these things.
• Contract: There are two “Service Contracts” in the Appendix section. One is
relatively simple and the other more detailed. Either can be modified to fit
almost any situation. Think through what you want to do or have done and
write it up as clearly as possible. It may not be as good as an elaborate
contract but it is far better than nothing. Some of the things to include are:
description of the exact job, what is acceptable and what is not, and any
penalties for work not performed or not performed correctly. There are also
exhibits that can be attached to the service contract. If you know nothing
about contracts then take it to an attorney that specializes in contracts. You
may not understand it but it likely will be better than anything you can do on
your own.
• Certificate of Insurance: With the service contract you also should have a
Certificate of Insurance. The contractor’s insurance company will issue you a
certificate stating their insurance levels and when the contractor needs to
renew their insurance.
• Washington State Department of Labor and Industries: Contact this agency
and determine if the contractor has been paying their L & I premiums. If not,
you could be held responsible for the contractor’s payment and wages if the
contractor skips the country.

When to Plant
As a young forester I planted seedlings in test plots of 50 trees each month between
November and April.
• November and December had the lowest survival rates and high incidence of
frost heave, and trees being lifted from the nursery too early.
• January had slightly better survival but did suffer from frost heave.
• April was generally good planting weather but at risk of higher temperatures.
• February had the next highest survival rates but still had incidence of frost heave.
• March had the highest survival rates. Note: Things may have changed!
Chapter 13, “Growing Douglas-fir” mentions that on our B&D Tree Farm we did suffer
50% mortality in a March planting several years ago. 20-40 years ago we had perfect
tree growing weather during March and most of April (mildly warm and lots of rain). But
the weather patterns have changed to the point that I do not trust March like I used to.
A big exception to this is if you live near the Cascade Range, or other high elevation
location, and have a winter snow cover. If you can get your seedlings and plant them
before the snow arrives, then do so and let the seedlings weather the winter under the
snow.
Forest Management for Small Forest Landowners
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My preferred month to plant is now February. Whenever you plant, you need to watch
the weather both pre- and post-planting.
• Pre-Planting: If possible you don’t want to plant your seedlings after or during a
heavy rain storm or a very cold weather spell. We planted on the B&D Tree
Farm one day in March when we had so much rain that each planting site was a
mud bath. I had to go back and add dirt to the base of the seedlings and restomp the area around the seedlings when it was a bit drier.
• Post-Planting:
o Winter storms can wash the soil from around the seedlings, leaving the
roots exposed.
o Winter storms and especially wind can whip the seedlings and form coneshaped depressions around the root collar, allowing the seedlings to fall
over. You may need to add more dirt to the base of the seedling and
stomp it firm again.
o Animal girdling is less likely on
a recently planted unit, but if
snow is on the ground, you
need to get out and check the
base of your seedlings for vole
and mouse girdling. They can
girdle and kill a lot of seedlings
under snow conditions. (More
often this happens a year or two
later when there is a heavy
grass crop under the snow.)
Girdling by field mouse
o If there is a hard freeze after
planting followed by warm
weather and warm winds while
soils are still frozen, the
seedlings can be desiccated to
the point of death.
o Rain-saturated soils followed by
hard freezes can cause frost
heave issues.

Freeze-killed seedling
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Day of Planting
•
•

You need to determine who is going to pick-up your seedlings from the nursery,
you or the contractor.
The seedlings you will be planting are living and active plants. Their growth cycle
has been slowed down by the winter and the cold storage process but they can
be damaged:
o Don’t haul the seedlings in the wind or on a warm day. You should have
an insulated canopy on the back of a truck to best haul the seedlings, or at
the bare minimum, use a tarp to protect the seedlings.
o Don’t throw the bags – they are living plants!
o Don’t let the roots dry out on a warm day! If they become dry, the
microscopic roots that absorb moisture from the soil will be ripped off!!!
Consider using some wet peat moss in the bottom of the planting bags if
the weather gets warm.
o Don’t store the seedlings on site – take them to a cold storage unit. This
may be hard to do. If they can’t
be put into cold storage, then
do the best you can to keep
them cool!
o One forester friend uses gallon
containers of frozen water
mixed among the tree bags to
help keep temperatures cool.
Be careful doing this as you
may freeze some of the roots if
you are not careful.
Insulated canopy for hauling trees

Getting the Crew Started
You should think through the process of what you want the planting crew to do and not
do. Some of the items you may want to consider are these.
• Spacing
o Since you don’t know what spacing the crew used on their last job, it may
be helpful if you mark out several lines at your desired planting spacing.
Have the crew check their pacing on level and sloped ground prior to
starting the planting job.
o Don’t just lay the tape on the ground – remember it needs to be a
horizontal distance.
• How close to roads do you want the seedlings planted?
o Planting right next to the road will cause shading issues and branches will
totally cover the road in time.
o Shaded roads will not dry out as fast as if the sun is able to reach it.
o If you have a good rocked road, then you probably will want the trees
planted back 10 feet from the road edge, or a minimum of 5 feet from the
bottom of your road ditch. I like to have one or two planters plant a row of
trees 10 feet from my rocked roads, then plant their seedlings up to the
Forest Management for Small Forest Landowners
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•

•

planted row. Then I have a uniform road width and not something that
varies from 5 to 20 feet off the road.
Planting quality
o Be sure the planters don’t strip the seedling through their hands. It tears
off the microscopic root hairs that are important for water uptake.
o Don’t plant seedling if weather conditions are:
 Freezing. Wait until air temperatures are above freezing. Again,
the root hairs are important as they may freeze and the plant could
ultimately die.
 Too warm. If air temperatures are above 70˚ and especially if the
wind is blowing, survival rate will drop.
 Raining at a rate of a couple of inches a day and the planting soils
are saturated. Most forest soils are fairly well drained, however I
have seen soil and rain conditions such that when the hole was
opened with the shovel, it immediately filled with water!
How do you want to dispose of planting bags? Do you want them packed back
to the trucks or can they burn them on site? (preferred method of many crews)

Other Planting Comments
•
•
•
•

The land owner should also remember to go over any planting details they want
to cover with the planting company owner.
Instruct the crew to look for sites free of rock, roots, duff, and wet soils.
If possible, look for a planting site on the north side of a large stump. It may offer
just enough shade to help the seedling through a hot and dry summer.
Lower density planting will tend to allow for additional understory competition that
will plague the landowner for the rest of the rotation. A higher density planting
will assure the need for a PCT at a relatively early age but also increases the
chance of a fully-stocked stand and greater return for the landowner.

Successful plantation planted at 435 TPA
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Planting Process

Bag up trees

Push the shovel forward to break-out the soil

Let some soil settle around the roots and pull up to
straighten the roots, then stomp soil down.

Forest Management for Small Forest Landowners
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Put shovel on sholder, pull towards you to open
hole & Flip seedling deep into hole

Gentle tug on terminal needlels to be sure the
seedling is firmly in the soil
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Seedling Quality Plots – During Planting
The best way to learn how to correctly install plots for planting, land exams, or cruising
is to find another landowner who can mentor you through the process. In the absence
of a mentor the following may help.
Equipment needed
• Spencer Tape in tenths of a foot or a light weight rope with a loop to go over
a nail on top of a shovel handle. Use electrical tape to mark the plot radius on
the tape.
• Shovel or staff with a nail in end of the handle. Use the shovel as the plot
center. Loop the Spencer tape over the nail and by holding the tape at the
correct radius distance, walk the circumference of the plot.
• Use Tree Marking Paint to mark the circumference and the seedling
locations.
• Use Write-in-the-Rain notebook and pencil or Excel spread sheet or
hand-held field computer to record data.

Some of the gear for taking plots

Rite in the Rain notebook and pen

Random Plots are placed “where you want them” as compared to plots on a grid
or computer-assigned locations. They are not considered to be scientifically
accurate, but they do the job if you just want to put a few plots in to check
something very local or to work back and forth behind a planting crew. When
you are working behind a planting crew it is difficult to install the plots on a grid
when the planting crew is wandering over the area in a different direction every
half hour. Getting a plot installed right behind the planting crew allows you to tell
the foreman immediately if there are any issues. Telling the foreman one or two
days later is too late to correct a problem! See Chapter 7, “Land Exams” for
other uses of a circular plot.
Plot sizes:
• 1/100 acre plot = 11.78 foot radius
• 1/50 acre plot = 16.65 foot radius
• 1/20 acre plot = 26.33 foot radius

Forest Management for Small Forest Landowners
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(If you don’t have a tape with tenths versus fractions, then multiply the
tenths and hundreds of an inch by 12 to determine inches and fraction of an
inch you need.)
Dig Trees: After the plot is installed,
dig all the trees on the plot and
check for depth and root placement.
If possible look for the shovel blade
cut as it entered the soil and place
your shovel perpendicular to it. Dig
the tree holding as much of the dirt
on the tree roots as possible. By
gently moving the soil away from
the roots you can see the root
placement.
Dug trees showing normal (L) & defective planting
Deep versus Shallow: The
L to R, Normal, J-root, L-root, balled roots
former ground line can be
identified on the seedling half
way between the root collar (first roots) and the first branch. A little deep
is far better than shallow.
Root Quality: You will want the roots placed in the ground in the exact
manner they were harvested in the nursery or slightly deeper. They need
to be straight down and not balled up, planted in a “J” shape, or “L” shape.
At the speed the planters go today, it is very easy for them to incorrectly
plant the seedlings.
To plant a seedling, look for a good plantable spot, and place the shovel with the
handle at an angle but the blade perpendicular to the soil. Stomp the blade down
into the soil as far as it will go, then push the handle away from you, so as to “break
away the soil”. Then stomp the shovel again and repeat the process. Sometimes
you get the shovel to its full depth in one stomp and other times it may take 2 or
more stomps. At the end you should have a perpendicular wall to plant the seedling
up next to. Take a seedling out of your bag carefully to not damage the roots. If you
are right-handed then hold it in your right hand. Bend over or kneel holding the midportion of the shovel in left hand and place the top of the handle against your left
shoulder. By pulling the shovel toward you, a cavity will be created that you can flip
the seedling into. Flip the roots of the seedling deep along the perpendicular wall,
and pull the shovel handle out, allowing the soil to fall back into the cavity. Carefully
pull the seedling up allowing the soil to straighten the roots. Stop just short of the
root collar and stomp the ground around the seedling to a firm density. You should
be able to gently pull on the top needles without pulling the seedling out of the
ground and without breaking any needles.
Record information and communicate your findings: Record your information in a
notebook so you can determine the TPA that are incorrectly planted and the total
planted. Once you have installed a few plots and have a general feel for quality of
Forest Management for Small Forest Landowners
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planting and numbers planted or not planted, then communicate those findings to
the crew leader. You will find most crews want to know how they are doing. I have
never had any kind of confrontational issue with a planting crew over how they were
doing; usually the crew leader is hollering back to me to ask how they did.

How Many Trees to Plant
The question of “how many trees to plant” has been debated among foresters since I
got started in the business over 50 years ago. I don’t think it will ever be resolved.
Most companies have their own mensurationists (forest mathematician) who helps
calculate how many trees to plant based on when they want to harvest and other
company financial factors. For small forest landowners, it is extremely difficult to know
just what to do. With this in mind, I will go out on the limb and tell you what I think most
of the professional foresters would tell you. The following are personal comments from
over 50 years of practicing forestry and owning a tree farm.

Planted Trees Per Acre (TPA) Options
The following are not the only options, just 3 options that give landowners some
choices. I like to think of the options as 300 versus 400 versus 500 TPA. However
each of these would require you to instruct the planters to plant the seedlings at
something like 8.5 feet x 8.5 feet or other more difficult spacings. To keep the process
simple I have selected whole foot measurements (i.e. 9 x 9 or 10 x 10 feet).
Disclaimer: numbers can be made to lie!!! It is next to impossible to make an accurate
forecast with hard and fast stocking numbers when every stand will have different
conditions and mortality. Take the following numbers as a guide only!

Planting crew
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Option I: Minimal Management, 258 Trees Per Acre (TPA)
Site preparation spray, plant 258 TPA (13’ x 13’ spacing), likely a release spray

Generally calling this option 300 TPA

Both pictures planted 1985 to 240 TPA, Picture taken at age 29 years (2013), 181 TPA

•
•
•

•
•

•

258 TPA (13 x 13 feet spacing).
This is the “plant and do nothing” option. There are lots of risks but also the
option of turning your back on the plantation for 40 years.
One site preparation spray will be needed. Since there are few entries planned
between planting and final harvest, a good site preparation spray is very
important. The landowner will need every bit of help they can get to insure good
survival and a fully stocked stand.
The likelihood of large holes with no trees cannot be overstressed. Even in
heaver stocked stands they will develop, however they will be the most
pronounced in the stands like this with lower stocking.
It is likely a release spray will be needed 2-4 years after planting, depending on
survival and length of time it takes the plantation to reach crown closure. (Each
stand will be different.) The faster a stand of young seedlings can close its
canopy (branches overlap each other restricting light to the competing
vegetation), the quicker a stand will reach a “free-to-grow” state of no competition
from ground vegetation. This also means fewer or in many cases no additional
release sprays needed.
The Washington Department of Natural Resources requires forest landowners to
have 190 TPA (15 x 15 feet spacing) at plantation age 3. At *1% yearly mortality
the stand stocking would be 250 TPA (13 x 13 feet spacing) at the end of the
third growing season. Even with a high early mortality, the stand will likely have
enough trees to meet the state stocking requirements. Unfortunately mortality is
rarely uniform nor follows the same rules year after year. There will be holes in
the stand from mortality.
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•

•
•
•

•

The lower crown branches should begin to restrict light in 10 years on most sites.
Crown closure is a function of tree spacing and the time it will take for the
branches to overlap enough to close out the competition. The more competing
vegetation there is to contend with, the greater likelihood that an extra release
spray or slashing will be needed. If this release treatment is not done, there will
be extra stand mortality from vegetative competition.
Because this is a “do nothing” option, there is no opportunity to cut out the
defective trees. Thus a higher percentage of low quality logs or a higher
percentage of deduct for log quality will occur at final harvest.
Approximately 173 TPA (16 x 16 feet spacing) will be on site at age 40 if the 1%
mortality rule is followed.
Most log sales will involve logs 10 inches diameter and less (#3 & #4 sawlogs).
The wider spacings may mean more logs over 12 inches (#2 sawlog), but also
due to stand openings some of these may not make the knot size restriction (less
than 2½ inches) for a #2 sawlog.
The larger logs with oversized limbs will go into a pulp sort, along with the #4
sawlogs and some of the #3 sawlogs.

*1% annual mortality is often used as an average long term mortality for a stand. Mother Nature
unfortunately does not follow nice and easy formulas and has the tendency to adjust model numbers
in different directions.
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Option II: Compromise Option, 436 Trees Per Acre (TPA)
Site preparation, spray, plant 436 TPA (10’ x 10’ spacing), likely no release spray

Generally calling this option 400 TPA

Planted 1985 to 400 TPA. At age 20, ECT 380 to 153 TPA, ½ pulp & ½ sawlog loads.
Picture age 29 years (2013), 149 TPA, Diameter 12.6 inches, height 76 feet.

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

436 TPA (10 x 10 feet spacing).
One site preparation spray will be required.
Likely will not need a release spray, but may have to do some hand spot
spraying. This will depend on the amount of competition in your stand.
The lower crown branches should begin to restrict light in 9 years, or less on
some sites.
The limb diameter will be within the #2 sawlog description range and there
should be no problem maintaining less than 2½ inches knot size (> than 2½
inches and the log falls into a pulp sort).
*1% mortality for the first 20 years would result in 375 TPA (approximately 11 x
11 feet spacing). If no further thinning is planned, then do a thinning from below
to remove the smaller 185 TPA in an early commercial thinning operation at 20
years (or when merchantable) to 190 TPA (15 x 15 feet spacing). 1% mortality
for the next 20 years will leave 158 TPA (17 x 17 feet spacing) at harvest age 40
years.
Or, at age 15 this stocking option could be managed intensively by doing a pre
commercial thinning to 300 TPA (12 x 12 feet spacing) and then follow something
similar to Option III.
This is probably the best option for most landowners who want some selection
process for the final harvest but do not want to intensively manage the stand.
Planting trees at 436 TPA (10 x 10 feet spacing) and then trying to do a precommercial thinning (PCT) or early commercial thinning (ECT) can be difficult if
any mortality has taken place. If you think in terms of a 1/100 acre plot, you will
want the post-cruise to have 3 trees per plot. Yet prior to thinning there will be
around 3-4 equally-sized trees per plot, and picking the one tree to cut is difficult.
If there are 5 trees per plot, it is much easier to cut the undersized trees.
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Option III: Intensive Management Option, 538 Trees Per Acre (TPA)
Site preparation, spray, plant 538 TPA (9’ x 9’ spacing)

Generally calling this option 500 TPA

Planted 1985 to 550 TPA. At age 17, 18 feet to live crown, PCT to 300 TPA.
Picture age 29 years (2013), 295 TPA. Total height 78 feet, 40 feet to live crown, 10.3 inches diameter.

This option will require the most work in terms of intensive management, yet offers the
greatest opportunity to improve wood quality through the 2-3 thinning selection
processes. It is not an option for everyone. The landowner must have the time and
interest to be on the tree farm a lot more than the other options.
• 538 TPA (9’ x 9’ spacing)
• One site preparation spray will be required and probably no release spray will be
needed later in the plantation life. You may need to do some hand spray spot
treatment on selected competitors.
• The lower crown branches should begin to restrict light in 7-8 years, or less on
some sites.
If precommercial thinning (PCT) is selected
o The planted 538 TPA, carried to age 15, with normal mortality, the stand
would be at 436 TPA.
o PCT the 436 TPA to 300 TPA (12 x 12 feet post-thinning), cutting the
smallest and poorest quality 136 TPA.
o At age 30, the 300 TPA would be near 290 TPA
o Commercial thin the 290 TPA to 180 TPA (16 x 16 feet spacing). Harvest
yield would be near 2 sawlog loads to every load of pulp. (We have
averaged 3 saw log to 1 pulp ratios.)
o If held for 40 years and clearcut the stocking will be around 160 TPA.
•

If at 40 years the landowner wants to hold the stand until age 50, then:
o A second commercial thinning entry at age 40 to 100 TPA, would take the
stand from 163 TPA to 100 TPA (180 @ 1% mortality = 163 TPA, and 100
TPA = 20 x 20 feet spacing).
o At final harvest age 50, the stocking would be around 90 TPA (22 x 22 feet
spacing) and 90% of the trees would likely be 18 inches or greater in
diameter at breast height (DBH). The first 40 foot log would have a
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•

•

•
•
•

minimum of 12 inches in diameter at the small end. Historically this log
has had the highest value of the domestic logs. In today’s world of highspeed, small log saw mills this does not always hold true.
There is nothing that prevents the forest landowner from another thinning, other
than the near impossibility of selling the logs for anything other than a strongly
discounted price due to too few mills being able to the large wood.
If early commercial thinning (ECT) is selected
The volume at a commercial thinning at age 30 will likely be reduced.
o The thinned trees will likely be a slightly smaller diameter (thus less
volume to remove) than what is removed from the PCT/CT stand. (This is
all guessing as no one that I know has experience with the two processes
and any diameter and volume reduction.)
o There also will be a harvest volume reduction from the creation of thinning
roads during the ECT. (Once the thinning road is in place then no further
wood can be removed from it.)
The ECT would likely be a break-even to perhaps a small positive revenue flow.
The second commercial thinning operation at age 30 would definitely yield a
profit as long as log prices were not at an all-time low.
Final harvest at age 40 will have more high quality logs than options I and II. If
there is still an export market, these may bring a higher price.
There will be a few 18 inch DBH trees at age 40 but the number would increase
every year. If your goal was to market as many 18 inch logs as possible at age
40, then you would want to raise fewer TPA to encourage a higher percentage of
live crown and thus more diameter growth.
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Planting Mortality and Survival
Survival Plots
If you want to know your actual survival between planting and “free-to-grow”, then install
some semi-permanent plots that you can return to. These plots should be installed
during the planting process or immediately after planting. A plot with the exact number
of trees planted marked in a manner that you can find them at later dates will allow you
to know exactly how many trees died or survived and their condition. Your data is only
as good as the number of plots you install but it is far better than any other process. A
random plot installed the following year will miss trees!
See Chapter 7, “Land Exams” for a detailed
explanation of the process to lay out field
plots. Some of the installation differences
between the land exam process and your
survival plots include these.
• You will want to install a good plot
center stake that you can find the
following year and refresh as long as
you want to keep coming back.
• Mark each seedling in some way. I
think pin flags with a small square
flag on top work best, plus tree
Trees painted, and flagged & direction from plot
center recorded for Survival audit
marking paint to circle the seedling.
• In your records, go into elaborate
detail to identify how to find the seedlings the following year. What I use is a
bearing and distance from the plot center.
o N 20 E, 8’ = North 20 East, for 8 feet to the seedling.
o N 45 E, 3.5” = North 45 East, 3.5 feet to the seedling.
o E, 7’ = due East 7 feet to the seedling.
It sounds like lots of work but you will be surprised hard it is to find trees by the second
growing season because of all the other vegetation that has grown up.
If you aren’t familiar with using a compass, watch this video and the written instructions,
prepared by Recreational Equipment, Inc. (REI).
https://www.rei.com/learn/expert-advice/navigation-basics.html

Survival Plots the Following Summer
The following summer or fall, grab your shovel, Spencer tape, compass, and recording
forms and head out to the planting unit to check on the survival plots.
For each plot, you may want to collect information on:
• Number of live trees
• Number of dead trees
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• Number of trees in poor shape
• Height of each seedling
• Height of current growth
• Trees browsed
The calculation of each are the same as what was done for the TPA at installation. If
you are installing 1/50 acre plots and they average 1.25 dead trees per plot, then 1.25 x
50 (plot size denominator) = 75 dead trees per acre.
There is a lot of data that you can collect on the survival plots, but the most important
piece of information is how many trees per acre or percent of trees that died or survived
the previous year. Since you know exactly how many trees were on the survival plots,
you are able to provide that exact number as a per acre or percentage number.

Following Planting - Check for Mortality and Damage
Frost Heave
• During cold weather, if there is sufficient soil moisture, the ice crystals will
expand, lifting seedlings partially out of the soil. When the ice melts and soil
particles settle, the seedlings will still be partially pulled from the soil or shows
signs of “frost heave”.
• You may have noticed around your home in a rocked driveway or bare soil patch,
how after some freezing conditions, the moisture in the soil will have frozen and
small amounts of rock pebbles, soil, or leaves, will be lifted up by the expanded
ice crystals.
• Just as you don’t see the expanded ice crystals every time it freezes, you also
will not see new seedlings lifted out of the soil every time. In 50 years as a
forester I only saw it about 6 times (but then I was not in the field all the time!)
• If you can catch this the day after or even a few days later (if the weather is
damp) then you should try to replant the same seedlings. If you are a week late,
then consider re-planting with new seedlings.
Dead Seedlings: If seedlings are dead a
short time after planting, it may have been
from one of these reasons.
• If dead shortly after planting, scrape
the bark of the roots, at the root collar,
and along the stem. If the roots have
a brown color (live roots will be white),
and the top and needles are still
green, then the seedlings may have
died in the nursery. Nurseries suffer
freeze damage just like the private
tree farmer. They try to protect the
Dead seedling within a month of planting
seedlings but accidents do happen.
Contact the nursery and tell them what happened and hopefully someone will
visit your site.
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•

Look at the site for signs of
standing water. Soil that has
become saturated around the
seedling roots will kill the roots
fairly fast.
If you experienced a hard freeze
shortly after planting and begin to
see signs of damage and possible
mortality then look at the stem
color. If when you scrape it the
color is brown, while the roots are
white, than the seedling probably
Seedlings with ribbon tied to them died from a hard
died from a local hard freeze in
freeze in the nursery in early November the
the nursery or just after planting.
previous fall
• It could be that seedlings were
lifted in the nursery too early. Your seedling bag may tell you how many
cooling hours were recorded prior to lifting, or you can call the nursery and
ask them when it was lifted and the number of cooling hours. This is
especially true if you planted and then had a prolonged freeze.
• If you picked up your seedlings and did not get around to plant them for 1-2
weeks, especially if the weather was warm, the seedlings may have been so
stressed and low on plant vigor that a light frost was all it took to cause
mortality. Keep your seedlings in a cold storage facility if you are unable to
get them planted immediately!

Mortality from standing water or saturated soils after planting
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Burned needles: The seedlings may have
been planted under ideal conditions, then
1-2 months later broke bud, developed 2-6
inches of new growth and then suffered
from local frost issues. Sometimes you
can move up in elevation and find the line
between the upper most frost damage and
no damage. It can be hard to determine
ahead of time if colder air will collect in a
small draw, along a creek, or in a small
depression that we call frost pockets.
Two weeks after planting, frosty conditions,
followed by a warm spell

Replanting
If your mortality is higher than is acceptable and you need to replant, then try to do so
the first year after planting and at the most 2 years after planting. Most bareroot
seedlings (as compared to plugs) will be 18 inches tall when planted, will grow 2-6
inches the first year, and 6-12 inches the second. By the third year they normally will be
growing 2-3 feet per year. Look at the table below and you will see that even with the
best of conditions, a replanted seedling will always be a minimum of 6 feet behind its
neighbors. If the original seedlings grow a little bit better in height, or the competition
that is not affecting the original seedlings is overtopping the replanted seedlings, then
the replanted seedlings will likely fall behind even more than 6 feet. My personal
experience is that the best time to replant is one year after the original planting.
Anything more and it is very likely that all that work and expense of replanting is only
going to result in suppressed trees!
Original Plantation Growth and Height
Year
*Growth
Tree Ht.
Year
Replant Gr. Replant Ht.
0** Feb.
1.5 Ft.
1 Aug. 0.5 Ft.
2.0 Ft.
2
1.0 Ft.
3.0 Ft.
0** Feb.
1.5
3
3.0 Ft.
6.0 Ft.
1 Aug.
0.5 Ft.
2.0 Ft.
4
3.0 Ft.
9.0 Ft.
2
1.0 Ft.
3.0 Ft.
5
3.0 Ft.
12.0 Ft.
3
3.0 Ft.
6.0 Ft.
6
3.0 Ft.
15.0 Ft.
4
3.0 Ft.
9.0 Ft.
7
3.0 Ft.
18.0 Ft.***
5
3.0 Ft.
12.0 Ft.***
*Each season’s growth (columns “Growth, & Replant Growth) is for ideal
conditions and most often is not reached if there are wildlife and competition
issues.
**Year 0 is the spring of the year planted; at the end of that summer it has one
year’s growth until the following spring when it starts its second year’s growth.
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***If a Site Preparation treatment was not done as a pre-plant treatment, then the
landowner will be unlikely to come close to the above numbers. The mass of
other plants in the plantation will steal too much light and water and growth rates
will be diminished.
In a similar situation, if you find a hole (all seedlings dead or not planted) in your
plantation and you want to replant it, then please think through the above example first.
In the time it will take for your replanted seedlings to reach the 3-4 feet height growth
stage the surrounding stand will likely overtop it. Almost all small land owners can tell a
story or two of how they replanted a hole and the trees were all overtopped. If you do
think the hole is large enough and/or you just want to see some seedlings in the hole,
then consider replanting with a shade tolerant species like western hemlock, or slightly
intolerant western red cedar.

Our Personal Experience with Seedling Mortality
Over the last 20 years we have logged 8 units. For the first 10 years and 4 units, we
planted 538 TPA (9 x 9) on the assumption they would be past the PCT stage before we
relinquished management of the property (I would be able to do the PCT). However in
the last 10 years, we’ve planted only 436 TPA (10 x 10) on the assumption that the next
owner might not want to manage as intensively as we do.
All four of the last units have had a different issue that makes us wish we had planted
538 TPA (which we will do in the future).
• 2012 planting unit, 6 acres: We were not paying enough attention to deer browse
in the first season and it caused some early mortality, and in later years the deer
browsed the lateral branches so much that the trees tended to bend over with a
snow load. An abnormal amount of seedling loss was caused by the deer!
• 2014 planting unit, 8 acres: During the early fall of 2013, a freeze event occurred
with temperatures in the mid-teens in early November. The nurseries were
unable to keep enough water on the seedlings to prevent freeze damage. The
trees looked good when we planted them, but started dying within a few weeks.
We lost half of our seedlings (by this time we were placing a bamboo stake and
netting around each seedling so we had a very accurate count of the loss.) The
next season we replanted in March, the month that always had the best survival
rate. However that year (2015) it rained very little from March until midSeptember so we lost another half of the new seedlings. At this point, we
decided to leave the stocking with no additional replanting, but we continued to
lose seedlings for 4-5 years from those two events.
• 2017 planting unit, 26 acres: In one area, a new type of grass came in during the
3rd growing season and killed many of the seedlings. Those that survived were
then susceptible to vole girdling. We hand cut all the grass and then sprayed it
the next spring. The following season (4th growing season) vetch came in very
heavily on about 1 acre. Again it killed some of the seedlings under it and the
voles contributed to more mortality.
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•

2019 planting unit, 16 acres: We planted this unit in mid-February and everything
seemed to be OK for a week or two. Then we had a series of frosty nights and
warm days. The seedlings that were on a north slope and adjacent to a standing
forest on the south stayed in shade all day. About half of the seedlings were still
frozen when it warmed during the day and these died due to the seedling trying
to respond to the warm weather when the ground was still frozen.

Plantations are no different than vehicles or projects around the home. If it’s not one
thing wrong, then it will be something else. We have certainly had our ups and downs
trying to get our seedlings through the first 5-8 years. In the future we plan to plant 538
TPA just to have some extra leeway in our survival.

A special thanks to Bill Carlson, Tree Physiologist, for help in the opening sections of
this chapter.
See Chapter 13, “Growing Douglas-fir”, and Chapter 7, “Land Exams” for additional
information.
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